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ABSTRACT
We have developed a framework aiming at normalizing prod-
uct attributes from Web pages collected from different Web
sites without the need of labeled training examples. It can
deal with pages composed of different layout format and
content in an unsupervised manner. As a result, it can
handle a variety of different domains with minimal effort.
Our model is based on a generative probabilistic graphical
model incorporated with Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
considering both attribute names and attribute values to
extract and normalize text fragments from Web pages in a
unified manner. Dirichlet Process is employed to handle the
unlimited number of attributes in a domain. An unsuper-
vised inference method is proposed to predict the unobserv-
able variables. We have also developed a method to auto-
matically construct a domain ontology using the normalized
product attributes which are the output of the inference on
the graphical model. We have conducted extensive experi-
ments and compared with existing works using product Web
pages collected from real-world Web sites in three different
domains to demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.5.1 [Pattern Recognition]: Models—Statistical

General Terms
Algorithms
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1. INTRODUCTION

TheWorld WideWeb (WWW) consists of a massive amount
of Web pages about different products, each of which is de-
scribed by a number of attributes. For example, Figure 1
shows a Web page containing a digital camera collected from
a retailer Web site. The digital camera consists of product
attributes like type, recording media, etc, displayed in a tab-
ular form. The first column and the second column of the
table refer to the attribute name and the corresponding at-
tribute value respectively. Users can learn the characteristic
of the product by manually browsing the Web page and
identify the attributes. Unfortunately, Web pages are typ-
ically written by different retailer Web sites and are likely
to convey incomplete information using different formats or
terminology. For instance, Figure 2 shows another Web page
containing the same digital camera, but collected from a re-
tailer Web site different from the one shown in Figure 1. The
product attributes are displayed as list items. Both Figures 1
and 2 contain different parts of the attributes of the product.
Even referring to the same attribute, say, image format, the
attribute name and the attribute value in Figure 1 are the
text fragments “Image Type” and “Still: JPEG, RAW (14-
bit, Canon original), RAW+JPEG” respectively, while the
attribute name and the attribute value in Figure 2 are the
text fragments “Image Formats” and “JPEG RAW” respec-
tively. In essence, attribute name and attribute value em-
body different types of information. Attribute name mainly
embodies the semantic meaning of the text fragment, while
attribute value mainly embodies the characteristic of the
product. Though these text fragments from these two fig-
ures consist of some common tokens in both attribute name
and attribute value, it is not straightforward to infer that
the text fragments describe the same attribute. Notice that
attribute names sometimes are missing in some of the Web
pages, imposing more difficulty in inferring the attribute of a
text fragment. Moreover, common tokens become even rarer
when two Web pages contain different products, whose at-
tribute values are likely to be different. As a consequence,
it is difficult for a user to obtain complete product attribute
information about a product as he/she needs to manually
browse multiple Web pages in different formats, extract the
attribute information, and identify text fragments referring
to the same attribute to filter the redundant information.
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Figure 1: A sample of a portion of a Web page con-
taining a digital camera collected from a Web site.
(Web site URL: www.adorama.com)

A few approaches have been proposed to address the prod-
uct attribute normalization problem whose objective is to
automatically discover the underlying product attributes.
Guo et al. proposed a method called latent semantic associ-
ation (LaSA) to categorize product features extracted from
opinion presented in certain format, sharing certain simi-
larity with product attribute normalization [8]. They first
identify product feature candidates from the Pros and Cons
columns in Web opinions and form virtual context document
for each of them. LaSA is then applied to the product fea-
ture candidates to learn the latent relationship among the
terms related to product features. Next, another level of
LaSA is employed to categorize the product features. One
limitation of their approach is that they focus on opinions
presented in certain fixed formats. Moreover, they aim at
identifying the product features, ignoring the feature values
of the product.

Numerous approaches, such as information extraction wrap-
per, have been proposed to extract information from Web
pages [16, 4]. The existing approaches can be categorized
into supervised and unsupervised learning methods. One
major limitation of supervised information extraction meth-
ods is that they require human effort to prepare a substantial
amount of training examples to train the extraction model.
Another limitation is that the attributes of interest must be
specified in advance. For example, one has to define that a
digital camera contains three attributes resolution, file for-
mat, and memory storage. The learned information extrac-
tion model can only extract these three attributes. Other
unspecified or previously unseen attributes cannot be ex-
tracted. Unsupervised learning methods attempt to tackle
these problems. However, the semantic meaning of the ex-
tracted information is unknown. For example, one may not
know the semantic meaning of the extracted text fragment
“High-sensitivity, high-resolution, large single-plate CMOS
sensor” in Figure 1 is the attribute value for the attribute

Figure 2: A sample of a portion of a Web page
containing the same digital camera shown in Fig-
ure 1, but collected from another Web site. (Web
site URL: www.buy.com)

Image Sensor Type without any domain knowledge. To solve
this problem, some approaches have been proposed to ex-
tract the attribute names and attribute values [12, 19, 20].
However, they can only handle some fixed layout format
Web pages. Moreover, these approaches treat different at-
tribute names as different attributes. However, as mentioned
above, attribute names for the same attribute can be differ-
ent if they are extracted from different Web sites.

In this paper, we have developed a framework for auto-
matically normalizing Web product attributes, which aims
at identifying text fragments of Web pages referring to the
same attribute, without the need of labeled training exam-
ples. Our framework can deal with Web pages originated
from different Web sites and formatted in different styles.
Therefore, it can handle different domains with minimal hu-
man effort. Our framework is designed based on genera-
tive probabilistic graphical models incorporated with Hid-
den Markov Models (HMM). One characteristic of our model
is that it considers the attribute names and the attribute val-
ues of the products described in Web pages improving the
normalization of text fragments to appropriate attributes.
Another characteristic is that Dirichlet Process is employed
to handle unlimited number of attributes, which do not need
to be predefined in advance. We have also developed an
application by utilizing the extracted and normalized Web
product attributes to construct a domain ontology in an
automatic manner. For example, Figure 3 depicts a part
of the ontology of the digital camera domain generated in
our experiment. Each node, which is associated with a set
of terms, in the ontology represents a concept of the do-
main. Such domain ontology can be utilized in other differ-
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Figure 3: Parts of the ontology in the digital camera
domain.

ent intelligent tasks such as conducting inference. We have
conducted extensive experiments on the Web pages of three
products collected from real-world Web sites to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our framework.

We have previously investigated the problem of extract-
ing and normalizing product attributes and reported in [18].
The framework proposed in this paper is largely different
from the previous work in several aspects. The model pro-
posed in this paper is more sophisticated considering at-
tribute names and attribute values of the text fragments to
improve the performance in attribute normalization. In light
of this, the variational inference method reported in [18] is
not applicable and a new inference approach is proposed in
this paper. Moreover, this paper also presents a method for
automatically constructing the domain ontology from the
extracted and normalized product attributes.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In a product domain D, let A denote a set of reference

attributes and ai be the i-th attribute in A. For example,
in the digital camera domain, reference attributes of digi-
tal cameras may include “lcd-screen-size”, “effective-pixels”,
“focal-length”, etc. We design a special element denoted as
ā representing “not-an-attribute”. Since the number of at-
tributes is unknown and hence the size of A, denoted by |A|,
is between 0 and ∞.

Given a collection of product record Web pages W col-
lected from a set of Web sites S . Let wi(s) be i-th page col-
lected from the site s. Within the Web page wi(s), we can
collect a set of text fragments X(wi(s)). For example, “Type
Digital, single-lens reflex, AF/AE camera” and“Image Type
Still: JPEG, RAW (14-bit, Canon original), RAW+JPEG”
are samples of text fragments collected from the page shown
in Figure 1. Let xj(wi(s)) be the j-th text fragment in the
Web page wi(s). Essentially, each x in X(wi(s)) can be
represented by a five-field tuple (U,Q,L, T,A). U refers to
the tokens of each text fragment, and Q refers to the label
information of the tokens, i.e., q1 represents the attribute
name information, labeled as “attribute-name”, and q2 rep-
resents the attribute value information contained in the text
fragment, labeled as “attribute-value”, respectively. In par-
ticular, q̄ represents that the token is a“attribute-irrelevant”
token. Take the fragment “Image Type Still: JPEG, RAW
(14-bit, Canon original), RAW+JPEG” as an example. The
tokens “Image Type” refer to the attribute name, while the
remaining tokens correspond to the attribute value. For
another example, the text fragment “Specifications” corre-

sponds to neither the attribute name nor the attribute value,
so it refers to attribute-irrelevant information. L refers to
the layout information of the text fragment. For example,
the text fragment“Specifications” is in boldface and in larger
font size in Figure 1. T , defined as the target information,
is a binary variable which is equal to 1 if the underlying
text fragment is related to an attribute in A, and 0 other-
wise. For example, the values of T for the text fragments
“Specifications”and“Image Type Still: JPEG, RAW (14-bit,
Canon original), RAW+JPEG” are 0 and 1 respectively. A,
defined as the attribute information, refers to the reference
attribute that the underlying text fragment belongs to. It
is a realization of A and hence it must be equal to one of
the elements in A. For example, the values of A for the text
fragments “Image Type Still: JPEG, RAW (14-bit, Canon
original), RAW+JPEG” and “Image Formats JPEG RAW”
collected from Figures 1 and 2 respectively should be equal
to the reference attribute “image format” included in A.

In practice, the layout information L and the token in-
formation U of a text fragment can be observed from Web
pages. However, the target information T , the attribute in-
formation A and the label information of tokens Q cannot
be observed. As a result, the task of attribute normalization
can be defined as the prediction of the value of A for each
text fragment, so that one can obtain the reference attribute
to which the underlying text fragment refers. Formally, for
each text fragment, we aim at finding A = a∗, such that

a∗ = argmax
a

P (A = a|L,U) (1)

Meanwhile, our framework predicts the label information
of tokens Q for each text fragment, and the information
can help with the task of extraction as well as the task of
normalization. Formally, for each text fragment, we aim at
finding Q = q∗, such that

q∗ = argmax
q

P (Q = q|L, U) (2)

When T = 1, we have P (A = a|L,U) > 0, P (Q = q, q ∈
q1, q2|L, U) > 0 for some a ∈ A\ā and P (A = ā|L, U) = 0.
When T = 0, we have P (A = ā|L, U) = 1, P (Q = q̄|L,U) =
1. As a result, conducting product attribute extraction and
normalization separately may lead to conflict solutions de-
grading the performance of both tasks. In our framework,
we aim at predicting the values of T , A and Q such that the
joint probability P (T,A,Q|L, U) can be maximized leading
to a solution satisfying both tasks.

3. OUR MODEL
Our proposed framework is based on a specially designed

graphical model as depicted in Figure 4. Shaded nodes and
unshaded nodes represent the observable and unobservable
variables respectively. The edges represent the dependence
between variables and the plates represent the repetition of
variables. Table 1 illustrates the meaning of each notation
used in our framework.

We employ Dirichlet process prior to tackle our problem.
Each mixture component refers to a reference attribute in
our framework. As a result, our framework can handle
unlimited number of reference attributes. Essentially, our
framework can be viewed as a mixture model containing
unlimited number of components with different proportion.
Each component refers to a reference attribute in the do-
main. Suppose we have a collection of N different text frag-
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Symbol Meaning
N The number of text fragments

S The number of Web sites
xn The n-th text fragment
Mn The number of tokens of the n-th text fragment
Zn The “index” of the parameters, stating the cluster from which the text fragment comes
Un The tokens information Un,1, Un,2, . . . , Un,Mn of the n-th text fragment
Qn The label information of tokens Qn,1, Qn,2, . . . , Qn,Mn

Wn The set of tokens Un,1, Un,2, . . . , Un,Mn and labels Qn,1, Qn,2, . . . , Qn,Mn of the n-th text fragment
Tn The target variable illustrating whether the text fragment is related to product attribute
Ln The layout of the n-th text fragment, indicating whether it has or has not some particular layout
πk The proportion of the kth component in the mixture
θTk A set of binomial distribution parameters for generating Tn

θHk The set of parameters of the k-th HMM model
θLs A set of site-dependent parameters controlling the layout format of each text fragment on the page
α The parameter denoted in the stick breaking of Dirichlet process
GT

0 The hyper parameter, or prior process to generate θTk
GH

0 The hyper parameter, or prior process to generate θHk

Table 1: Notations Used in Our Framework

α

GT
0

GH
0

πk

θTk

θHk

Zn

Tn Ln

θLs
S

∞

N

Qn,1 Qn,2 Qn,Mn

Un,1 Un,2 Un,Mn

. . .

Figure 4: The graphical model for the generation of
text fragments in Web pages

ments collected from S different Web sites. A text fragment
refers to the text unit displayed in Web browser and can
be identified by considering the Document Object Model
(DOM)1 structure of a Web page. Each generation of a text
fragment is modeled as an independent and identical event.
The n-th text fragment xn consists of an unobservable vari-
able Zn representing the index of the mixture component
from which the underlying text fragment is generated. Es-
sentially, An is replaced with Zn for clarity and An = azn

where ai ∈ A. We also employ Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) to predict the label of each token of the N text
fragments. As mentioned in Section 2, we use three kinds
of labels, namely, “attribute-name”, “attribute-value” and
“attribute-irrelevant”. Suppose there areMn tokens of the n-
th text fragment. We assume that each mixture component
consists of an individual HMM. Hence through the variable
Zn we can find the corresponding HMM of the n-th text
fragment for labeling its tokens. The token information Un,
also known as the page-independent content information,

1http://www.w3.org/DOM/

is then generated according to PH(Un|Qn, Zn, θ
H
k ), where

PH(·|Qn, Zn, θ
H
k ) is the probability distribution about the

token information Un given the variables Qn, Zn and θHk . Un

represents the sequence of tokens Un,1, Un,2, . . . , Un,Mn ,
while Qn represents the label information of tokens Qn,1,
Qn,2, . . . , Qn,Mn . θHk refers to the set of parameters of the
k-th HMM model.

Next, the target information Tn is generated by P T (Tn|θTzn),
where P T (·|θTk ) is the probability distribution about the tar-
get information T given the variable θTk . Since the layout for-
mat of the text fragments in a Web page is page-dependent,
we have a set of layout distributions, namely, θLs , for generat-
ing the page-dependent layout format of the text fragments
in the page s. There is mutual cooperation between the lay-
out information and the target information of a text frag-
ment. Tn together with θLs will generate the page-dependent
layout information Ln of the n-th text fragment according to
PL(Ln|Tn, θ

L
s(xn)), where P

L(·|Tn, θ
L
s ) is the probability dis-

tribution about the layout information L given the variables
Tn and θLs , and s(xn) denotes the Web page from which xn

is collected.
In ordinary Dirichlet mixture models, each mixture com-

ponent consists of a distribution to characterize the data.
Instead, our framework consists of two different distribu-
tions parameterized by θTk and θHk for the k-th component.
θTk and θHk are in turn generated from the base distributions
GT

0 and GH
0 respectively in the Dirichlet process. GT

0 and
GH

0 act as the prior distributions of the target information
and the component-relevant HMM information respectively.
For example, suppose we model the target information of
the text fragments. Since T is a binary variable, it can be
modeled as a Bernoulli trial. Therefore, PT (·|θTk ) can be a
binomial distribution with parameter θTk and GT

0 can be a
Beta distribution, which is the conjugate prior of a binomial
distribution. Similarly, GH

0 can be a Dirichlet distribution
which is the conjugate prior of a mixture model, PH(·|θHk ) is
a multinomial distribution, and θHk is the set of parameters
of multinomial distribution in component k.

We adopt the stick breaking construction representation
of Dirichlet process prior in the graphical model [15]. In
summary, we can break a one-unit length stick for an infi-
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nite number of times. Each time, we break a πk portion from
the remaining portion of the stick according to Beta(1, α) in
the k-th break, where Beta(α1, α2) is the Beta distribution,
with parameters α1 and α2. Therefore, the k-th piece of
the broken sticks can represent the proportion of k-th com-
ponent in the mixture. Dirichlet process prior can support
an infinite number of mixture components, which refer to
the reference attributes in our framework. Zn is then drawn
from the distribution π. In summary, the generation process
can be described as follows:

π̃k|α ∼ Beta(1, α) πk = π̃k

k−1∏
i=1

(1− π̃k)

θTk |GT
0 ∼ GT

0 θHk |GH
0 ∼ GH

0

Zn|π ∼ π
Tn|θTk ∼ P T (θTZn

)
Un|Qn, Zn, θ

H
k ∼ PH(Un|Qn, Zn, θ

H
k )

Ln|Tn, θ
L
s ∼ PL(Ln|Tn, θ

L
s(xn))

(3)

The joint probability for generating a particular text frag-
ment xn given the parameters α, GT

0 , GH
0 , and θLs can then

be expressed as follows:

P (Un, Qn, Zn, Ln, Tn, π1, π2, . . . , θ
T
1 , θT

2 , . . . , θH
1 , θH

2 , . . . |α,GT
0 , GH

0 , θL
s )

=
∞∏

i=1

{PL(Ln|Tn, θ
L
s(xn))[P

T (Tn|Zn, θ
T
i )PH(Un|Qn, Zn, θ

H
i )]

χ{Zn=i}

P (Zn = i|π1, π2, . . .)P (θT
i |GT

0 )P (θH
i |GH

0 )}
∞∏

i=1

P (πi|α, π1, . . . , πi−1)

(4)

where

PH(Un|Qn, Zn, θ
H
k )

=
Mn∏
m=1

[P (un,m|qn,m, Zn, θ
H
k )P (qn,m|qn,m−1, Zn, θ

H
k )]

(5)
and χ{Zn=i} = 1 if Zn = i and 0 otherwise.

4. INFERENCE
As described above, Equation 5 provides the basic formu-

lation of the graphical model. For simplicity, we let O, U ,
and ϕ be the set of observable variables, which include all Ln

and Un, where 1 ≤ n ≤ N , the set of unobservable variables,
which include all Zn, Tn, θ

T
k , θ

H
k and πk, where 1 ≤ n ≤ N

and 1 ≤ k ≤ ∞, and the set of model parameters, which
include α, GT

0 , G
H
0 , and θLs respectively. Given a set of text

fragment and the parameters ϕ, the unsupervised learning
problem can be viewed as an inference problem defined as
follows:

U∗ = argmax
u
{P (U = u|O,ϕ)}

= argmax
u
{log P (U = u|O,ϕ)} (6)

Since the computation of logP (U |O,ϕ) = log
∫
P (U ,O|ϕ)dO

P (O|ϕ)

involves the marginalization of P (U ,O|ϕ), over the unob-
servable variables, exactly solving Equation 6 is intractable.
As a result, approximation methods are required. We make
use of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques to
solve this problem in a principled and efficient manner.

In our graphical model, new density forms are available
when the components Zn, Tn, Ln, Un and Qn are used sep-
arately. Since conjugate priors are used in our model, we
adopt Gibbs sampling to sample from the posterior distri-
bution P (U |O,ϕ). Based on the sampling process, we can

————————————————————————

# Unsupervised inference algorithm
INPUT: X: The set of text fragments from different Web

pages
OUTPUT:Zn, Tn and Un for all xn ∈ X
ALGORITHM:
0 set all model parameters as uninformative prior
1 until convergence
2 foreach xn ∈ X
3 sample Zn according to Equations 7 and 8
4 update θTk and θHk for all k according to Equation 9
5 update Tn according to Equation 10
6 learn the HMM model corresponding to xn

and update θHk using Baum-Welch algorithm
7 use the learned HMM model to label the text

fragments using Viterbi algorithm
8 end foreach
9 end until

————————————————————————

Figure 5: A high-level outline of our unsupervised
inference algorithm.

determine how many distinct components are likely con-
tributing to our data and what the parameters are for each
component.

Figure 5 depicts the high-level outline of our inference al-
gorithm. We sample for the component indicator Zn for
the n-th text fragment as well as the component param-
eters θTk and θHk , for all 1 ≤ k ≤ ∞. Assuming current
state of the Markov chain in MCMC algorithm consists of
Z1, Z2, . . ., and the component parameters θTk and θHk , for
all 1 ≤ k ≤ ∞. For convenience, we use a variable Wn to
represent the set of tokens Un,1, Un,2, . . . , Un,Mn and labels
Qn,1, Qn,2, . . . , Qn,Mn of the n-th text fragment. Samples
can be generated by repeating the following steps:

1. For i = 1, . . . , N :

• If Zi is currently a singleton, remove θTZi
and θHZi

from
the state.

• Draw a new value for Zi from the conditional distri-
bution:

P (Zi = z|Z−i, Ti,Wi, θ
T
Zi
, θHZi

)

=

{
N−i,c

N−1+α
F (θTi , Ti)F (θHi ,Wi), for existing z,

α
N−1+α

∫
F (θT , Ti)dG

T
0 F (θH ,Wi)dG

H
0 , for a new z.

(7)

• If the new Zi is not associated with any other obser-
vation, draw a value for θTZi

and θHZi
from:

P (θT |Ti) ∝ F (θTi , Ti)G
T
0 (θ

T )
P (θH |Wi) ∝ F (θHi ,Wi)G

H
0 (θH)

(8)

2. For all 1 ≤ k ≤ ∞:

• Draw a new value for θTk and θHk from the posterior
distribution based on the prior GT

0 and GH
0 and all the
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data points currently associated with component k:

P (θT |Tk) ∝ ∏
i:Zi=k

P (Ti|θT )P (θT )

=
∏

i:Zi=k

F (θT , Ti)G
T
0 (θ

T )

P (θH |Wk) ∝
∏

i:Zi=k

P (Wi|θH)P (θH)

=
∏

i:Zi=k

F (θH ,Wi)G
H
0 (θH)

(9)

As mentioned in Section 3, Ti can be modeled as a Bernoulli
trial, let GT

0 be a Beta distribution, which is the conjugate
prior of a binomial distribution, then P (·|θTk ) can be mod-
eled as a binomial distribution with the parameter θTk . So
the posterior probability P (θT |Tk) is also a Beta distribu-
tion. Similarly, let GH

0 be a Dirichlet distribution, which is
the conjugate prior of a mixture model then P (·|θH) can be
modeled as a multinomial distribution with parameter θH

and its posterior probability P (θH |Wk) is a Dirichlet distri-
bution.

Our framework can consider the page-dependent layout
format of text fragments to improve extraction. Consider-
ing the fact that Web pages within one Web site usually
share the same set of layout information, we use a set of pa-
rameters θLs to represent the layout information. Therefore,
P (·|θLs , Tn) can be modeled as a multinomial distribution.
Given θLs , we can update Tn based on the P (Tn|θLs , Tn).

P (Tn|Ln) ∝ P (Ln|θLs , Tn)P (Tn)P (θLs ) (10)

After updating θH for all the components, the n-th text
fragment will be labeled by the corresponding HMM gener-
ated from the k-th component, where Zn = k. θHk contains a
set of HMM parameters: the start probability representing
at which label the HMM starts, the transition probability
representing the change of labels in the underlying Markov
chain, and the emission probability representing which token
would be generated by each label. We conduct Baum-Welch
algorithm to derive the maximum likelihood estimate and
update the set of probabilities. And the text fragment, also
known as a token sequence, is labeled using Viterbi algo-
rithm based on the updated parameters of the model.

To initialize this algorithm, we need to provide the pa-
rameters α, GT

0 , GH
0 , and θLs . For the model parameters, α

is the scaling parameter in the Dirichlet process, which es-
sentially affects the number of normalized attributes in the
normalization process. Since we apply our framework to the
domains, for example, digital cameras, in which each prod-
uct contains a number of attributes, we set α to a value that
favors a large number of extracted attributes. GT

0 refers to
the prior knowledge about how likely a text fragment will be
a product attribute. We treat it as an uninformative prior
by letting α = 1, β = 1 of a Beta distribution. Similarly,
GH

0 is treated as uninformative and all α’s of a Dirichlet
distribution are set to 1. θLs can also be initialized in this
way.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR
ATTRIBUTE NORMALIZATION

We have conducted several sets of experiments to evaluate
our framework. The dataset used in our experiments is com-
posed of data from three different domains, namely, digital

No. of No. of text
Domain No. of No. of text fragments related

pages sites fragments to attributes
DC 50 21 5696 690
MP3 59 13 5040 572
LCD 61 15 3014 270

Table 2: A summary of the data used in the ex-
periments collected from the digital camera, MP3
player, and LCD TV domains. DC, MP3, and LCD
refer to the digital camera, MP3 player, and LCD
TV domains respectively.

camera, MP3 player, and LCD TV domains. For these do-
mains, a set of Web pages were collected from different Web
sites, which were randomly selected by making use of prod-
uct search engines. Each Web page was first pre-processed
to generate a set of text fragments as follows: A Web page is
an HTML document mixed with ungrammatical text frag-
ments and HTML tags. Each Web page can be represented
by a (DOM) structure. A DOM structure is an ordered tree
representing the layout format of a Web page. There are
two kinds of nodes in a DOM structure. The first kind of
nodes are the HTML nodes corresponding to the layout for-
mat of the Web page. These nodes are labeled with the
corresponding HTML tags. The second kind of nodes are
the text nodes, which are responsible for the text displayed
in browsers. These nodes are simply labeled with the asso-
ciated texts. We define a text fragment as the text within
a block of information such as a line, a paragraph, a row of
table, etc., conveying a single idea or message. To identify
the text fragments, we select some HTML tags such as TR,
BR, P, etc. We call these HTML tags and the corresponding
HTML nodes in the DOM structure separators and separa-
tor nodes respectively. Consider a separator node, namely,
nodeseq , in a DOM structure. The texts contained in the
text nodes that are offspring of nodeseq but do not have
other separator nodes between nodeseq and the underlying
text nodes are concatenated to form a text fragment.

Human accessors were invited to prepare the ground truth
of the data for evaluation. The reference attribute of the
text fragment will be identified manually. If there was a
conflict between the accessors, it was resolved by discussion
among them. Note that such annotation is only used for
evaluation purpose. Table 2 summarizes the information
of the dataset. The first and second column of the table
shows the total number of Web pages and the total number
of Web sites from which the data is collected. The third
column shows the total number of text fragments in all the
Web pages after pre-processing. The fourth column shows
the total number of text fragments about product attributes
in all the pages.

In each domain, we conducted two sets of experiments.
In the first set of experiments, we applied our framework to
normalize the product attributes from all the Web pages in
the domain. We call this set of experiments“Our Approach”.
The second set of experiment employs latent Dirichlet allo-
cation (LDA) to cluster text fragments [2]. We call this
set of experiments “LDA Approach”. In this approach, the
latent topics of LDA refer to different reference attributes.
The probability, denoted by P (T |θ), that a token T is gen-
erated by the topic θ is first computed using LDA. Next, the
reference attribute of a text fragment is determined by com-
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Digital camera MP3 player LCD TV
P R F P R F P R F

1 0.81 0.83 0.82 0.77 0.69 0.73 0.57 0.63 0.60
2 0.82 0.67 0.74 0.69 0.56 0.62 0.61 0.58 0.59
3 0.74 0.77 0.75 0.71 0.66 0.68 0.58 0.62 0.60
4 0.72 0.80 0.76 0.71 0.69 0.70 0.55 0.64 0.59
5 0.83 0.75 0.79 0.67 0.75 0.71 0.62 0.63 0.62
6 0.76 0.79 0.77 0.72 0.65 0.68 0.60 0.56 0.58
7 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.69 0.73 0.71 0.62 0.57 0.59
8 0.71 0.73 0.72 0.70 0.66 0.68 0.55 0.58 0.56
9 0.72 0.70 0.71 0.69 0.61 0.65 0.57 0.61 0.59
10 0.74 0.79 0.76 0.66 0.73 0.69 0.58 0.55 0.56

0.76 0.75 0.75 0.70 0.67 0.69 0.59 0.60 0.59

Table 3: The attribute normalization performance of
“Our Approach” on the digital camera, MP3 player,
and LCD TV domains. Rows labeled from 1 to 10
refer to the performance of ten most common refer-
ence attributes in the domain. The last row refers to
average performance in the domain. P, R, and F re-
fer to the pairwise recall, precision, and F1-measure
respectively.

puting the highest joint probability that the tokens within
the text fragment are generated by the same topic. Note
that the tokens are independent and the order of the tokens
is ignored in the LDA approach. The number of reference
attributes, denoted by K, has to be fixed in advance, while
our approach can handle unlimited number of product at-
tributes.

We adopt the pairwise precision and recall, which are com-
monly used in clustering, as the evaluation metric. Pairwise
recall is defined as the number of pairs of text fragments,
which are correctly predicted as referring to the same refer-
ence attribute by the system, divided by the actual number
of pairs of text fragments referring to the same reference at-
tribute. Pairwise precision is defined as the number of pairs
of text fragments, which are correctly predicted as referring
to the same reference attribute by the system, divided by the
total number of pairs of text fragments, which are predicted
as referring to the same reference attribute. Pairwise F1-
measure is defined as the harmonic mean of equal weighting
of pairwise recall and precision.

Tables 3 and 4 show the performance of “Our Approach”
and “LDA Approach” in three domains respectively. In each
domain, we show the normalization performance of the ten
most common reference attributes and the average normal-
ization performance. For example, in the digital camera
domain, the ten most common reference attributes include
dimension, battery, etc. It can be observed that the per-
formance of “Our Approach” is better than that of “LDA
Approach”. In particular, the average F1-measure of “Our
Approach” are 0.75, 0.69, and 0.59 in the digital camera,
MP3, and LCD TV domains respectively, while the over-
all performance of “LDA Approach” are 0.31, 0.33, and 0.26
in the digital camera, MP3, and LCD TV domains respec-
tively. Table 5 shows the top 5 weighted terms in the 10
reference attributes in the digital camera domain identified
in our framework. It can be observed that the semantic
meaning of the attributes can be easily interpreted from the
terms.

Digital camera MP3 player LCD TV
P R F P R F P R F

1 0.63 0.18 0.28 0.56 0.23 0.33 0.64 0.19 0.29
2 0.56 0.17 0.26 0.55 0.22 0.31 0.54 0.18 0.27
3 0.66 0.23 0.34 0.61 0.20 0.30 0.59 0.20 0.30
4 0.55 0.23 0.32 0.51 0.25 0.34 0.49 0.15 0.23
5 0.45 0.20 0.28 0.54 0.22 0.31 0.51 0.16 0.24
6 0.40 0.26 0.32 0.58 0.27 0.37 0.55 0.19 0.28
7 0.40 0.29 0.34 0.53 0.28 0.37 0.42 0.13 0.20
8 0.39 0.27 0.32 0.60 0.24 0.34 0.55 0.20 0.29
9 0.42 0.29 0.34 0.57 0.25 0.35 0.53 0.16 0.25
10 0.36 0.27 0.31 0.53 0.20 0.29 0.55 0.18 0.27

0.48 0.24 0.31 0.56 0.24 0.33 0.54 0.17 0.26

Table 4: The attribute normalization performance of
“LDA Approach”on the digital camera, MP3 player,
and LCD TV domains. Rows labeled from 1 to 10
refer to the performance of ten most common refer-
ence attributes in the domain. The last row refers to
average performance in the domain. P, R, and F re-
fer to the pairwise recall, precision, and F1-measure
respectively.

Att. 1 Att. 2 Att. 3 Att. 4 Att. 5
usb scene red lcd white
cable mode eye color flash
connection selector reduction tft balance
direct shooting flash matrix daylight
compatible portrait mode pixels cloudy

Att. 6 Att. 7 Att. 8 Att. 9 Att. 10
manufacturer package length optical battery
brand content dimension zoom charge
product quick width lens rechargeable
number start depth optics included
corporation guide height resolution information

Table 5: The visualization of the top five weighted
terms in the ten normalized attributes in the digital
camera domain.

6. AUTOMATIC DOMAIN ONTOLOGY
DISCOVERY

Domain ontology discovery aims at constructing a hier-
archical structure of the reference attributes of a particular
product domain. Each node of the ontology refers to a con-
cept of the domain, while the internal nodes refer to some
abstract concepts. A concept in an ontology is represented
by a set of terms. Figure 3 shows some parts of the ontol-
ogy generated from our experiments in the digital camera
domain. The leave nodes of the ontology include battery,
charger, etc., which are regarded as some finer-grained con-
cepts. The internal node labeled as power info is an abstract
concept summarizing the leave nodes battery and charger be-
cause these two concepts are highly related.

We have developed an approach to accomplishing the task
of domain ontology discovery based on hierarchical agglom-
erative clustering. The outline of our ontology discovery
approach is depicted in Figure 6. As we discussed above,
the reference attributes identified by our framework are as-
sociated with a set of terms with probabilities. We repre-
sent each reference attribute Ai as {< t1, w

i
t1 >,< t2, w

i
t2 >

, · · · }, where wi
tk

refers to the weight of term tk in Ai. We set
the weight of a term to the probability that this term is gen-
erated by the reference attribute. These reference attributes
are treated as singleton cluster in our ontology discovery
method. We define the similarity between two clusters, say
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————————————————————————

# Ontology discovery algorithm
INPUT: A: The set of reference attributes

Ψ: Similarity threshold
OUTPUT:domain ontology O
ALGORITHM:
0 C ← all singletons from A
1 foreach C′ in C
2 create a leaf concept in O s.t. the concept

is represented by the top K weighted terms in C′

3 end foreach
4 until convergence
5 let Ci and Cj be the pair of clusters in C

s.t. sim(Ci, Cj) is the largest
6 if sim(Ci, Cj) > Ψ
7 create a new cluster Cnew

8 foreach t′ in Cnew

9 wnew
t′ ← wi

t′ +wj
t′

10 end foreach
11 normalize all the wnew

t′ in Cnew

12 C ← C \ {Ci, Cj} ∪ {Cnew}
13 create an abstract concept as the parent of

the concepts representing Ci and Cj

14 end if
15 end until

————————————————————————

Figure 6: An outline of our ontology discovery algo-
rithm.

Ci and Cj as the cosine similarity of the terms as follows:

sim(Ci, Cj) =

∑
t′ w

i
t′w

j
t′√

(
∑

t′ w
i
t′

2
)(
∑

t′ w
j
t′

2
)

(11)

The two clusters with the highest similarity will be merged
into a single cluster. The weights of the terms in the newly
formed cluster are the sum of the weights of the terms in the
original clusters, normalized by the total sum of the weights
of all the terms in the new cluster. This process iterates
until no more clusters can be formed, or all the similarity
values between any pair of clusters are less than a certain
threshold, namely, Ψ.

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR
ONTOLOGY CONSTRUCTION

We have conducted experiments to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our ontology discovery approach using the dataset
summarized in Table 2. In each domain, human accessors
were invited to manually construct the domain ontology af-
ter browsing all the Web pages collected in our experiments.
If there was a conflict between the accessors, it was resolved
by discussions among them. This manually constructed do-
main ontology is used as the ground truth in our experi-
ments. In each domain, we apply our automatic ontology
discovery approach to the reference attributes identified in
our attribute normalization approach. The discovered on-
tology is compared with the manually constructed one to
evaluate the performance.

File format MemoryStorage USBReader

Figure 7: A part of the ontology in the MP3 player
domain.

Audio OutputInput SpeakerHDMI

Figure 8: A part of the ontology in the LCD TV
domain.

We aim at evaluating the effectiveness of discovering con-
cepts of the domain ontology. We adopt the precision and
recall as the evaluation metric. Recall is defined as the num-
ber of concepts that are correctly discovered by the system,
divided by the actual number of concepts in the manually
constructed ontology. Precision is defined as the number of
concepts that are correctly predicted by the system, divided
by the total number of concepts in the ontology constructed
by the system. F1-measure is defined as the harmonic mean
of equal weighting of recall and precision.

The precision, recall, and F1-measure are 0.76, 0.68, and
0.72 respectively in the digital camera domain; 0.75, 0.71,
and 0.73 respectively in the MP3 player domain; 0.67, 0.57,
and 0.62 respectively in the LCD TV domain. It shows that
our ontology discovery approach can effectively identify the
domain ontology concepts. Figures 3, 7, and 8 illustrate
parts of the ontologies generated in our experiments in the
digital camera domain, MP3 player domain, and LCD TV
domain respectively. It can be observed that the generated
ontology can effectively organize the concepts in a hierar-
chy. For example, the reference attribute charger and bat-
tery have the same parent, which can be interpreted as the
concept about power information.

8. RELATED WORK
As mentioned in Section 1, Guo et al. proposed a method

to categorize product features [8]. The major limitation is
that they focus on Web opinions and require the opinions
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contain the Pros and Cons columns for extracting product
features. Product attribute normalization problem is re-
lated to the task of record resolution. Record resolution
is the problem of determining which records in a database
refer to the same entities, and is a crucial and expensive
step in data organization. Singla and Domingos [13] de-
veloped an approach to record resolution based on Markov
Logic Network. Their approach is to formulate first-order
logic and probabilistic graphical models and combine them
in Markov logic by attaching weights to first-order formu-
las, and viewing them as templates for features of Markov
networks. Experiments on two citation databases showed
that the resulting learning and inference problems can be
solved efficiently. Bhattacharya and Getoor [1] proposed an
unsupervised approach for record resolution based on La-
tent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). A probabilistic generative
model was developed for collectively resolving entities in re-
lational data, which did not make pairwise decisions and in-
troduced a group variable to capture relationships between
entities. One limitation of these approaches is that the en-
tities are required to be extracted in advance and cannot be
applied to raw data.

Some methods have been developed to jointly extract in-
formation and conduct data mining, sharing similar goal
to our framework. Wellner et al. described an approach
to integrated inference for extraction and coreference based
on conditionally-trained undirected graphical models [17].
They advocated conditional-probability training to allow free
use of arbitrary non-independent features of the input, and
adapted undirected graphical models to represent autocor-
relation and arbitrary possibly cyclic dependencies. Also
approximate inference and parameter estimation were per-
formed in these large graphical models by structured ap-
proximations. However, the attributes to be extracted have
to be known in advance in these approaches and previously
unseen attributes cannot be handled.

Several supervised information extraction methods such
as wrappers have been proposed to handle semi-structured
documents like Web pages [5, 11, 9, 14, 21]. However, these
supervised methods require human effort in preparing train-
ing examples, and the learned extraction rules can only ex-
tract those product attributes pre-specified in the training
examples in advance. Several methods have been developed
to extract data from Web pages without supervision [6, 3].
Liu et al. [10] proposed a system known as MDR (Mining
Data Records in Web pages) to discover the data region
in a Web page by making use of the repeated pattern in
HTML tag trees. This system firstly builds a HTML tag
tree of the page, then conducts mining algorithms in data
regions in the page using the tag tree and string compari-
son, and heuristics are then applied to extract useful infor-
mation from the data region. However, the Web pages are
required to have similar layout format and this may not be
true in Web pages collected from different sources. Grenager
et al. [7] applied hidden Markov model and exploited prior
knowledge to extract information in an unsupervised man-
ner. They demonstrated that for certain field structured
extraction tasks, such as classified advertisements and bibli-
ographic citations, small amounts of prior knowledge could
be used to learn effective models in a primarily unsupervised
fashion, which could dramatically improve the quality of the
learned structure. However, the quality of the extracted
data was unlikely suitable for subsequent data mining tasks.

9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have developed a framework for normalizing Web prod-

uct attributes from Web pages without the need of manu-
ally labeled training examples. The Web pages can be col-
lected from different Web sites and hence contain different
layout format and content. We have designed a probabilis-
tic graphical model for generating text fragments in Web
pages. The model is incorporated with HiddenMarkov Mod-
els (HMM) considering attribute names and attribute values
of text fragments. Attribute normalization is accomplished
by conducting inference over the graphical model. Dirich-
let process is employed to handle the unlimited number of
product attributes in a domain. An unsupervised inference
method is proposed to infer the reference attribute to which
a text fragment belongs. We have conducted extensive ex-
periments using real-world data of three different domains
to show the effectiveness of our framework.

We have also developed an application for automatically
discover the domain ontology by making use of the refer-
ence attributes obtained in attribute normalization. The
discovered ontology can effectively organize the concepts in
a hierarchical structure. Experiments have been conducted
to demonstrate the efficacy of our approach.

One possible direction is to make use of the automatically
constructed domain ontology for other intelligent tasks such
as shopping agents. The constructed ontology can effectively
represent the knowledge of the Web products. Hence, com-
plex query or inference can be supported to assist customers
to make decision.
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